SUBJECT: Photographs for Historical File

TO: Director of Communications Research
ATTENTION: Mr. Rhoads

1. Pursuant to our telephone conversation of 9 August, the following list of units in the Language Branch is submitted for your consideration with respect to taking photographs for the Historical Files:

- Auditing Unit
- Army Administrative Scanners
- Code Reconstruction Unit
- Water Transport Translators
- Air Translators
- Army Administrative Translators
- Routing Unit
- G-2 Liaison Unit
- Code Instructions Unit (run jointly with B-II)
- Intelligence Team
- Translation Files Unit
- Service Unit
- Originator Unit (run jointly with B-II)
- Japanese Short Course - instructor and class
- Diplomatic Section (Europe)
- Diplomatic Section (Asia)
- Military Attache Section
- Commercial Section
- Japanese Language School
- Special Projects Section
- Vint Hill Section

2. If necessary, space could be reshuffled for the occasion to permit the combining of many of these units so that one photograph would suffice for two or three groups.

3. It is requested that the Language Branch be notified as to the time the photographs will be taken so that all personnel concerned will be at their proper places.

DOUGLAS W. OVERTON
Major, Signal Corps
Deputy Chief, Language Branch
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